
A n x i e t y  E d i t i o n

This edition will focus
on the topic of anxiety.
Here are just a few
mental health snippets
we hope you enjoy! As
always, just click the
images to go straight
to the link. 

Spring is here, and
with it comes a new
PSYcHE Newsletter!
The PSYcHE team
want to extend our
continued gratitude
for your involvement
in our research.
None of it would be
possible without
you! 
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Something to hear

Something to read

Author Caroline Foran shares her story, along with
some expert input, in an attempt to help you show
your anxiety who's boss. This practical and relaxed
series explores everything from what anxiety is and
how our brains work, why it's actually very normal,
to the various tools and techniques necessary for
owning it. Most importantly, this is a series that
tackles the reality of anxiety from a refreshing and
relatable perspective:

Something to watch

Spunout.ie is one of Ireland's leading providers
in youth mental health awareness. They aim to
educate and inform their readers about the
importance of holistic wellbeing and how good
health can be maintained, both physically and
mentally. In this short blog, Spunout talk about
feeling burnt out, and some steps to take to
help:

Navigating the world of mental
health can be rewarding and
challenging, there is always so much
to learn! The YouTube channel Psych
Hub is a great place for bitesize and
digestible videos introducing mental
health topics, like this one:

https://spunout.ie/mental-health/anxiety-stress/recovering-from-burnout/
https://open.spotify.com/show/5UsxoX6ikTr3ETvzQAHbdP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71_NkXgAK1g&ab_channel=PsychHub


Conor Gavin, a peer support
worker with MOST, spoke about
'Living with Psychosis' during
Lunchtime Live on Newstalk with
Andrea Gilligan: 

An article by our group on
measures used in research within
the area of early psychosis:  

Updates from the
PSYcHE project

We've been busy here at
the University of Galway,
and we'd love to share just
some of our most recent
work as part of the
PSYcHE project:

A wonderful art exhibition was
organised by Conor along with others
to showcase art made by those with an
experience of psychosis in the Psychosis
Arts Collective:  

https://www.goloudplayer.com/episodes/417497?%24deeplink_path=podcast%2F42%2F417497&%24og_redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.goloudplayer.com%2Fepisodes%2F417497&%24og_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.goloudplayer.com%2F&_branch_match_id=1291074364962672287&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA6WO0QoCIRBFv8YelcxYCpboZX9DRIdV1ppBZ5H%2BPu2ttyC4DMxw5nAjM9WrUhTOyUhHJHN6buomtAkANBZLjuNMGLyrLPRi9BjHyVymwwerGyPZveQ5Dps43TvQ01qTK2bcA2X3giI9PvoZKFXsX18WXG2BkAp4%2Fs%2Fyc403UT09%2FPoAAAA%3D
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/37173277/
https://www.psychosisartscollective.com/


A study evaluating community-
based youth mental health
interventions in Ireland with
the aim to provide information
on improving resources:

But wait,
there’s more!

Professor Gary Donohoe will be
discussing understanding cognitive
difficulties in psychosis in an
upcoming webinar:

Congratulations to Dr Emma Frawley, a
team member of PSYcHE and a therapist
on MOST, who received the Digital Mental
Health Champion award! 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/irish-journal-of-psychological-medicine/article/evaluation-of-a-communitybased-intervention-for-youth-mental-health-in-rural-ireland/EAE853E33B216AC0FDA4C2BED2599DE4


We hope you enjoy some of these snippets.
From all of us at the PSYcHE team, we thank

you again for giving your time.

Take care, and all the best,

The PSYcHE team


